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ABSTRACT 

A problem that arises in assessing the results of computer 
simulations of telephone switching networks and in compar
ing them with simplified mathematical models of the same 
networks is the determination of the equilibrium distribu
tion of the number of busy circuits in a group which may 
be a small part of a complex whole. 

The traditional means of determining whether or not a 
particular distribution, such as the Erlang, the Engset 
or the Bernoulli may be considered appropriate has been 
to take single observations of a simulation so widely 
spaced in time as to be at least approximately independent. 
These observations are then used to perform a traditional 
chi-squared test of goodness of fit to the proposed dis
tribution. 

In the paper it is shown that if the total times during a 
simulation run in which r out of a group of n devices are 
busy are observed (for r a 0, 1, 2, ••• , n) and if 
standard assumptions are made about the nature of the 
stochastic process of call arrivals and terminations, then 
a simple algebraic function of these observations has an 
approximate chi-squared distribution and may be used to 
test hypotheses about such distributions in the same way 
as the traditional test. The new test makes use of the 
whole time of the simulation run and can lead to a marked 
saving in the run-length needed in order to reach a 
decision 

Some practical examples of the application of the test are 
included. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In mathematical investigations of Loss Systems the most 
frequently used probabilistic models are time-homogeneous 
Markov processes of a fairly simple type, namely birth
death processes in continuous time with finite state 
space. The states of the system are usually numbered 
0, 1, 2, ••• , n and represent the number of busy devices 
in the group under investigation. Such a Markov process 
is completely described by a fixed (n+l)x(n+l) transition
intensity matrix 

Q .. [q .. ] 
l.J 

whose entries have the following interpretation. 

If U(t) denotes the state of the system at time t then 

Pr{U(t+et) - jIU(t) c i} - qijet 

to first order in et when et is small. 

It is convenient for this continuous-time model to adopt 
the convention that 
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For a birth-death process the matrix Q is of triple-
diagonal form 
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in which a i is the calling-intensity of successful new 

calls when i devices are busy and 8i the termination

intensity in the same state. Standard assumptions about 
these coefficients lead to the usual equilibrium distribu
tions for loss systems in full availability groups - the 
Bernoulli, Erlang and Engset distributions among others. 
The row vector of equilibrium probabilities 

(1) 

is obtained as the unique solution of the system of linear 
equations 

~'Q - ~' 

whith satisfies the normalising condition 

Frequently it is assumed that some such simple model fits 
fairly closely the behaviour of a group of devices which 
forms part of a complex network, and this assumption is 
used to assess the performance of the network. Clearly 
it is desirable to check the validity of such assumptions 
either against exchange measurements or more probably 
against a computer simulation of some part of the system. 

Two methods of simulating switching networks are widely 
used. Time-true simulation operates by using pseudo
random numbers to generate attempted call arrivals at free 
primary traffic sources together with their appropriately 
distributed destinations arid holding times. The simula
tion program then mimics the operation of the switching 
network in attempting to set up the calls and in releasing 
them in a sequence corresponding to the appropriate true 
times of these events. Roulette simulation in contrast 
after each event (call termlnat10n or attempted call 
initiation) assigns probabilities to the different 
p.sible types of next event and spins a notional "roul
ette wheel" whose numers are partitioned into subsets in 
the ratio of these probabilities. On the basis of the 
outcome the next event is determined. No preassigned 
holding-times are allotted to calls. 

The most widely-used method of deciding how well the 
traffic-distribution on a group of simulated devices fits 
one of the standard models has been to observe the state 
of the group at epochs in the simulation which are so 
widely-spaced that the observations may be considered 
independent. In roulette simulation these epoch. must 
also be randomly chosen. These observations are then 
used as the basis for a classical chi-squared goodness-of
fit test against the equilibrium distribution given by (1). 
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Two major objections to this technique are first that the 
spacing of observations is arbitrary and involves a fair 
amount of guesswork about system behaviour; secondly and 
more seriously that it is extremely wasteful of the 
information 'gathered at great cost by extensive simula
tions. 

The alternative suggested here is to make use of a 
statistic which under the assumptions of the model has 
asymptotically a chi-squared distribution and which is a 
function of observations extending throughout the simula
tion run. The appropriate statistic takes slightly 
different forms for time-true and roulette simulation. 

2. STANDARD RESULTS ON MARKOV PROCESSES 

The simple form of the model described in the introduc
tion guarantees that the following will always hold. 
For proofs of these results see for example [5J. If 

pet) - [p .. (t)] 
~J 

is the matrix of probabilities 

then 

p .. (t) ... Pr{U(t) "jIU(O) =i} 
~J 

pet) - exp(Qt) a r Qrtr/r! 
r-=O 

(2) 

Because of its form Q is similar to a diagonal matrix and 
has real eigenvalues which by Gershgorin's theorem are 
all non-positive. Q also has a simple eigenvalue 0 
associated with the left eigenvector P'. Hence there 
exists a non singular matrix B such tnat 

where 0 ~ A ~ A ~ ~ A • 
n I 2 

Therefore combining (2) and (3) 

so that (i) 

(H) 

lim pet) = P '" [p .. ] where p .. - p .• 
~J ~J J 

if q' is any n+l component vector of 
prooabilities with rqi - 1 then 

lim ~' pet) -~' 
t--

(3) 

(iii) p' is the unique vector of probabilities 
such that 

f' P(t) '" f' 

3. DERIVATION OF A CHI-SQUARED STATISTIC FOR TIME-TRUE 
SIMULATIONS 

Using the technique of indicator variables let 

{

I if U(t) .. i 
X; (t) -

.... 0 if U(t) t: i 

for i - 0, 1, 2, •.• , n and set 

~'(t) • [Xo(t), X1(t), ••• , Xn(t)] 

!'(T) - [RO(T), ' •••• Rn(T)]. 

Then Ri(T) is the proportion of the total time spent in 

, state i during a single realisation of the process of 
length T. 
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E{!'(T)} - j 1: E{!'(t)}dt 

1 JT * T 0 g'P(t)dt. 

where q' is the vector of initial probabilities for the 
states-at the start of the realisation. In particular if 
we assume the initial distribution is the equilibrium one 

E{!'(T)} - f' (4) 

Let the variance-covariance matrix for the vector of 
variates !'(T) be denoted by C{!'(T)}. Assuming again 
that the initial distribution is the equilibrium one 

C{!'(T)} = E{!(T)!'(T)} - E{!(T)}E{!'(T)} 

.. -h JT f E{!(t)!' (u) }dt du - pp'. 
T OJ O --

If t < u 

E{X.(t)X.(u)} - Pr{X;(t) '" X.(u) - I} 
~ J .... J 

.. Pr{X.(u) c llx.(t) - I} Pr{X.(t) - l} 
J ~ , ~ 

.. Pij(u-t)Pi 

by statistical equilibrium. 

Setting 

by symmetry in t and u 

C{!' (T)} .. .g. JT r P(u-t) dt du - ff 
T 0 Jo 

and hence 

",!!JrI' r (P(u-t)-P) dt duo 
T2 0 Jo 

A T AIT 
{ '( } .. 2IIB-l {e -1 1 C! T) diag 0, ~ - ~ 

e n -1 1 . ····~-n}B 
I I n n 

(5) 

Applying the Central Limit Theorem for Renewal Processes 
(see for example [6J Chapter XI) it follows that the 
variate R'(T) is asymptotically normally distributed as 
T + ~ with (4) and (5) as its mean vector and covariance 
matrix respectively. 

If further T is so large that IA.TI-2 is negligible in 
~ 

comparison with IA.TI- l for i .. 1. 2 ••••• n then 
1. 

approximately 

-1 . -1 -1 C{!' (T)} .. C = 2nB dug {D. - (AI T) , •••• -(AnT) }B 

(6) 

and therefore ~' = ~'(T) - ~' 

is approximately distributed as N(O',C). In this case 
~'C-~ is approximately distributed-as X2 where C· is any 
generalised inverse of C. That is to say C- is any matrix 
satisfying the equation 

cc C - C. 

The associated number of degrees of freedom is n - Rank(C). 
For a proof of this result see [7] (Chapter 9). But 
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and from this it follows easily that 

- -1 
C - -I TQII 

is such a matrix. Thus when T is large enough 

2 -1 
~ - -IT e.'QII e. (7) 

is distributed approximately as chi-squared with n degrees 
of freedom and may be used in the customary way to test 
the proposed hypothesis. 

4. ALGEBRAIC SIMPLIFICATION FOR BIRTH-DEATH PROCESSES 
AND VALIDITY OF THE TEST 

Because of the form of the matrix Q a considerable simpli
fication is possible in this case. 

where 

-1 -1-1 
II .. diag {po' Pl ' 

n 
1: p ... 1 

1 

···t 
-1 

p } 
n 

and by definition 

Hence 

taking a .. CL 0 
0 n 

:z T 

But p. .. R. - Pi and 
1 1 

x2 - T n 

(i - 1, 2, "" n) 

n (CLi-lP i - l 
-a

i
P

i
)2 

1: 
i-I CLi - l Pi-l + aiPi 

hence 

n 
1: 

i-I 

(CLi-lRi - l 
- a.R. )2 

1 1 

CLi-lP i - l + aiPi 

(CLi-lt i - l - ai
t
i )2 

CLi-lP i - l + aiPi 
(8) 

where ti denotes the total time that the system has spent 

in state i. Thus in order to evaluate the statistic the 
data we require are these total times that the group is in 
the different possible states. 

TWo conditions must be satisfied if the statistic proposed 
is to be trustworthy. The first is that the total time 
of simulation shall be long enough for the approximation 
(6) to be satisfactory. As Q is triple-diagonal it is an 
easy matter to compute Al by means of StuTm sequences. 
In all cases so far considered in applications any reason
ably long simulation has certainly satisfied this criterion. 

The second condition is that each component of the chi
squared sum should be composed of a sufficient number of 
distinct occurrences of the states involved that the 
Central Limit Theorem may be applied with confidence. In 
many practical cases p. is very small indeed for some 
states near the tai ls ~f the dis tribution whereas CL. ' and 

1 

a. are moderate so that the mean recurrence time of such a 
1 

state 

is large and it is impracticable to run a long enough 
simulation to satisfy this condition. The situation is, 
at least superficially, akin to the one which occurs in 
the traditional goodness-of-fit application of the chi
squared test when several adjacent extreme expected class
frequencies are very small, and where the usual adjustment 
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is to combine those classes into a single class and obtain 
a more reliable chi-squared statistic with a reduced num
ber of degrees of freedom. A similar remedy may be 
applied in the present case. 

As shown above 

y2 = l ~ (CLi-lt i _l - ai ti)2 

.~ T i-I (CLi-lPi - l + eiPi) 

This algebraic simplification achieves explicitly the dia
gonalisation of the matrix C- .. -ITQn- l and consequently 
the expressions 

(i - 1, 2, "', n) 

are in the limit mutually uncorrelated functions of the 
observations and have variances which are approximately 

(i = 1,2, "', n) 

If the set of k adjacent states of the process 

x - {f,f+l, ···t f+k-l} 

is such that individually at most one of the states has a 
sufficiently small recurrence-time, but collectively the 
expected number of separate occurrences of states within 
this set during a realisation is large enough, then the 
expression 

is by the Central Limit Theorem asymptotically normally 
distributed with mean zero. Moreover as the individual 
terms of the sum are in the limit uncorrelated, the 
variance of S(X) is approximately 

We may therefore replace the individual terms of the chi
squared sum corresponding to states lying altogether 
within this set by the single term 

(9) 

and obtain a more reliable chi-squared statistic with an 
appropriately reduced number of degrees of freedom. 

The most satisfactory method of deciding how many terms to 
combine in this way is that suggested in [4J. The mean 
recurrence time of states within the set 

is 

E = if, f+l, .. ., f+k} 

1 
rE - f+k 1 . 

1: -
i=f r i 

Choose a value of £ (say 0.01) and combine together suf
ficient states to ensure that 

With this precaution the test may be used even in cases 
where some of the equilibrium probabilities are very small. 

5. A CHI-SQUARED STATISTIC FOR ROULETTE SIMULATIONS 

In performing a roulette simulation one considers only the 
transition instants of the underlying hypothetical 
Markov Process. Thus it is no longer natural to consider 
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the time spent by the system in a particular state. 
Indeed it is not easy to collect the data in the form 
suggested in the last section. 

The obvious and natural thing to do in this case is to 
consider the embedded Markov Chain in discrete time. 
The time unit is now taken as the (variable) interval 
between transitions of the system. The observed process 
is then a simple Markov Chain with finite state space 
having transition matrix 

0 1 

b l 
0 a l 

0 

b2 0 a2 
M '" (10) 

0 b n-1 
0 an- 1 
1 0 

where b. e./(a. + e.) a. c a./(a. + e
i

) 
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 

for i '" 1,2,3, ••• , (n-1). 

A statistic having asymptotically the chi-squared distri
bution for testing such a Markov Chain was first proposed 
by Bart1ett [lJ and its pro~erties are expounded in some 
detail by Bi11ings1ey [2, 3J. In particular [2J gives 
many helpful references to variants of the proposed test. 

Briefly it can be proved that if 

(i) M is a stochastic (n+1) x (n+1) matrix having d 
positive entries; 

(ii) (xl' x2 ' ••• , XN) are N observed values of a 

process which is a realisation of the Markov 
Chain having M as its transition matrix, so 
that 0 ~ xi ~ n for i '" 1, 2, .•• , N. 

(iii) the chain whose matrix is M is ergodic but not 
necessarily aperiodic; 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

f .. is the number of observed direct transitions 
1.J 

in the realisation from state i to state j 

f. c 1: f.. 
1. 1.J 

p .. is the ijth entry of the matrix M then the 
1.J 

statistic 

x~-n-1 (11) 

is asymptotically distributed as chi-squared with (d-n-1) 
degrees of freedom as N tends to infinity, and so may be 
used to test the hypothesis that the realisation observed 
is consistent with such an underlying model. 

In our case let us suppose that we collect as data from 
our simulation run 

A. c the total number of successful new arrivals 
1. when the system is in state i 

B. - the total number of terminations when the 
1. system is in state i 

for i .. I, 2, 3, •.• , n-1. 

The appropriate chi-squared statistic is then 

(12) 

If the expected numbers of observations near the tails of 
the distribution are small part of this sum may again be 
replaced by 
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(a.B. - n.A.J2 
1. 1. 1. 1. 

n 2 
1: (Ai + Bi ) aib i i=n

l 

with an appropriate reduction in the number of degrees of 
freedom. 

6. SOME PRACTICAL EXAMPLES 

6 • 1 TIME TRUE 

A time-true simulation of a portion of a telephone 
exchange was run for a period of four simulated hours. 
The time unit used in the figures below is 100 sec. The 
mean holding time for calls was 1.69 time units. The 
following groups of devices were observed. 

1. A group of 30 devices on which it was proposed that 
the distribution of traffic was a Bernou11i one. In 
calculating the call intensities the carried load is 
estimated from the observations and hence the number 
of degrees of freedom for chi-squared is reduced by 
one. 

TABLE 1 

TRANSITION INTENSITIES 

Alpha Beta 
54.977048 0.591716 
53.144480 1.183432 
51. 311912 1. 775148 
49.479343 2.366864 
47.646775 2.958580 
45.814207 3.550296 
43.981638 4.142012 
42.149070 4.733728 
40.316502 5.325444 
38.483934 5.917160 
36.651365 6.508876 
34.818797 7.100592 
32.986229 7.692308 
31.153661 8.284024 
29.321092 8.875740 
27.488524 9.467456 
25.655956 10.059172 
23.823387 10.650888 
21.990819 11.242604 
20.158251 11. 834320 
18.325683 12.426036 
16.493114 13.017751 
14.660546 13.609467 
12.827978 14.201183 
10.995410 14.792899 
9.162841 15.384615 
7.330273 15.976331 
5.497705 16.568047 
3.665137 17.159763 
1.832568 17.751479 

Al - 2.4242846 
Total time of 
observation 144.0000 

EXPECTED AND OBSERVED 
TIMES IN STATES 

0.000000 0.000000 
0.000000 0.000000 
0.000000 0.000000 
0.000000 0.000000 
0.000000 0.000000 
0.000000 0.000000 
0.000000 0.000000 
0.000000 0.000000 
0.000003 0.000000 
0.000023 0.000000 
0.000148 0.000000 
0.000836 0.002080 
0.004098 0.044620 
0.017574 0.123410 
0.066091 0.094660 
0.218333 0.128270 
0.633924 0.448980 
1.616826 2.587530 
3.616437 4.181930 
7.073843 7.518230 

12.049387 12.783030 
17.770208 17.108550 
22.514340 19.615990 
24.253154 22.141730 
21.907958 21. 267580 
16.283959 19.091530 
9.698477 10.298710 
4.449863 4.243480 
1. 476579 2.197740 
0.315381 0.121950 
0.032558 0.000000 

Chi-squared with 6 degrees 
of freedom is 8.9605553 

The value of chi-squared is not significant and the fit 
is judged to be satisfactory. 

2. A group of 10 devices handling overflow traffic. It 
was proposed that the traffic distribution might be 
well approximated by the Erlang distribution. 
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TABLE 2 

Offered Traffic 10.686965 

TRANSITION INTENSITIES EXPECIED AND OBSERVED 
TIMES IN STATES 

Alpha Beta 0.006608 1.676790 
6.323648 0.591716 0.070619 1.525870 
6.323648 1.183432 0.377352 2.042500 
6.323648 1. 775148 1.344248 4.875430 
6.323648 2.366864 3.591484 9.228040 
6.323648 2.958580 7.676412 12.195020 
6.323648 3.550296 13.672924 19.124410 
6.323648 4.142012 20.874580 23.871760 
6.323648 4.733728 27.885738 25.448050 
6.323648 5.325444 33.112656 24.595940 
6.323648 5.917160 35.387380 19.416190 

Chi-squared with 4 degrees 
Al - 1.2986190 of freedom is 30.7424552 
Total time of 
observation 144.0000 

This value of chi-squared is highly significant. The 
Erlang distribution is a very poor fit and is an unsatis
factory model for this group of devices. 

6.2 ROULETTE 

A group of ten devices was offered co.nstant calling 
intensity Erlang type traffic. Calls were lost not only 
when all the devices were busy but also as a function of 
the state of the system as a geometric group. The loss 
function is of the form 

w(i) = a lO- i 

and the value of a used was 0.2. 

The resulting observations were tested • 

1. Using the statistic presented here against both an 
Erlang distribution and the true distribution. 

2. Using a traditional chi-squared test against the 
Erlang distribution with a sampling rate equivalent 
to about one sample every six holding times. The 
results are in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

Erlang True 
Number dis tribution distribution 
Calls (T 1) (T2) (T 1) 

v-8 v-7 v-8 

1000 10.4 6.9 10.7 
2000 7.1 4.8 5.6 
3000 13.2 3.9 10.3 
4000 12.3 5.5 10.3 
5000 15.7 5.3 15.1 
6000 20.7I 7.3 15.8 
7000 20.41 11. 3 13.2 
8000 24.41 14.3 11.2 
9000 21.21 13.4 6.0 

10000 17.11 13.1 4.3 
15000 20.41 28.81 9.1 
20000 24.01 34.81 11.4 
25000 31.41 43.91 11.4 
30000 37.81 53.41 13.1 
35000 35.21 51.21 15.1 
40000 42.31 59.01 13.9 
45000 54.lI 69.7I 10.8 
50000 66.11 78.21 11.7 

traffic estimated by sampling 

traffic estimated from the data 

inconsistent at 95% 

(T2) 

v=7 

4.8 
4.5 
4.6 
4.8 
5.1 
5.8 
3.3 
2.5 
2.3 
2.9 
4.6 
4.2 
9.7 

16.81 
l5.lI 
14.61 
16.51 
17.7I 

Sampled 
X2 Test 
Erlang 
V~l1 

6.1 
6.6 

16.2 
14.0 
14.1 
13.2 
12.8 
11.2 
8.2 
7.2 

13.5 
11.8 
10.3 
8.0 

15.7 
26.41 
28.lI 
28.81 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

To use the statistics proposed in this paper it is neces
sary to collect more information from the simulation than 
is usual. Nevertheless in actual computing time and 
progranudng effort the extra cost is negligible - in the 
roulette simulation example the .extra computation time was 
less than 2% and it was even less in the case of time-true 
simulation. In general the method enabled a decision to 
be reached in a far shorter time than the traditional 
method and at far less cost. 
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